The quality of unit selection based concatenative speech synthesis mainly depends on how well two successive units can be joined together to minimise the audible discontinuities. The objective measure of discontinuity used when selecting units is known as the join cost. The ideal join cost will measure perceived discontinuity, based on easily measurable spectral properties of the units being joined, in order to ensure smooth and natural-sounding synthetic speech. In this paper we describe a perceptual experiment conducted to measure the correlation between subjective human perception and various objective spectrally-based measures proposed in the literature. Also we report new objective distance measures derived from various distance metrics based on these spectral features, which have good correlation with human perception to concatenation discontinuities. Our experiments used a state-of-the art unit-selection text-to-speech system: rVoice from Rhetorical Systems Ltd.
INTRODUCTION
In unit-selection based speech synthesis systems, synthesised speech is produced by concatenating speech units selected from large database, containing many instances of each speech unit, with varied prosodic and spectral characteristics. Hence it is possible to synthesise more naturalsounding speech. The selection of the best unit sequence from the database is based on a combination of two costs: target cost (how closely candidate units in the inventory match the required targets) and join cost (how well neighbouring units can be joined) [l] . The optimal unit sequence is then found by a Viterbi search for the lowest cast path through the lattice of the target and concatenation costs.
The ideal join cost is one that, although based solely on measurable properties of the candidate units, such as spectral parameters, amplitude and FO, correlates highly with human perception of discontinuity at unit concatenation points. A few recent studies have attempted to determine which Thanks to Rhetorical Systems Ltd. for funding this work Edinburgh, UK www. rhetorical. com objective distance measures are best able to predict audible discontinuities. Klabbers and Veldhius [2] examined various distance measures on five Dutch vowels to reduce the concatenation discontinuities in diphone synthesis and found that the Kullback-Leibler measure on LPC power normalised spectra was the best predictor. A similar study by Wouters and Macon [3] for unit selection, showed that the Euclidean distance on Mel-scale LPC-based cepstral parameters was a good predictor, and utilising weighted distances or delta coefficients could improve the prediction. Stylianou and Syrdal [4] found that the Kullback-Leibler distance between FFT-based power spectra had the highest detection rate. Donovan [5] proposed a new distance measure which uses a decision-tree based context dependent Mahalanobis distance between perceptual cepstral vectors.
All these previous studies focused on human detection of audible discontinuities in isolated words generated by concatenative synthesisers. We extended this work to the case of polysyllabic words in natural sentences and new spectral features, Multiple Centroid Analysis (MCA) coefficients [6]. But we found that no single distance measure perform well for all cases. In this paper, we report new distance measures which correlate well with human perception to the concatenation discontinuities. These are weighted sums of the distance metrics of various spectral features.
PERCEPTUAL LISTENING TESTS
A listening test was designed to measure the degree of perceived concatenation discontinuity in natural sentences generated by the state of the art speech synthesis system, using an adult North-American male voice.
Test Design & Stimuli
A preliminary assessment indicated that spectral discontinuities are particularly prominent for joins in the middle of diphthongs, presumably because this is a point of spectral change (due to moving formant values). This study therefore focuses on such joins. Previous studies have also These sentences were then synthesised using the experimental version of rVoice speech synthesis system. For each sentence we made various synthetic versions, by varying the two diphone candidates which make the diphthong and keeping all the other units the same. We removed the synthetic versions which were worse at the joins of neighbouring phones of the diphthong. The remaining versions were further pruned based on target features of the diphones making the diphthong, to ensure similar prosody among synthetic versions. This process resulted in around 30 versions with variation in concatenation discontinuities at the diphthong join. The authors manually selected what they judged to be the best and worst synthetic versions by listening to these 30 versions. This process was repeated for each sentence in Table 1 .
Test Procedure
There were around 17 participants in our perceptual listening test, most of them were PhD or MSc students with some experience of speech synthesis. Most of them were native speakers of British English.
Subjects were first shown the written sentence, with an indication of which word contains the join. At the start of the test they were first presented with a pair of reference stimuli: one containing the best and the other the worst joins (as selected by the authors) in order to set the endpoints of a 1-to-5 scale. Subjects could listen to the reference stimuli as many times as they liked and they could also review them at regular intervals (for every 10 test stimuli) throughout the test.
They were then played each test stimulus in turn and were asked to rate the quality of that join on a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best). They could listen to each test stimulus up to three times. Each test stimulus consisted of first the entire sentence, then only the word containing the join (extracted from the full sentence, not synthesised as an isolated word).
The test was carried out in blocks of around 35 test stimuli, with one block for each sentence in table 1. Subjects could take as long as they pleased over each block, and take rests between blocks. Each test block contained a few duplications of some test stimuli to validate the subjects scores, as explained in Section 4.
WEIGHTED DISTANCE MEASURES
We used three parameterisation of the speech signal, Me1 Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), Line Spectral Frequencies (LSFs) and Multiple Centroid Analysis (MCA) coefficients [9] respectively. A distance measure between two vectors of such parameters can use various metrics: Euclidean, Absolute, Kul1back;Leibler or Mahalanobis.
From our previous study [6] , it is clear that no single distance measure computed on various spectral features performs well for all cases. One solution to this would be to use phone-specific objective distance measures. But, to decide which distance measure to use for each phoneme would require large amounts of perceptual data. However, our preliminary studies showed that a weighted sum of these various distances results in better correlations compared to those obtained from individual distances. Also, we observed that using delta coefficients in distance metrics does not improve correlations. Hence, we used other spectral parameters instead of considering delta features to maintain almost same feature vector size.
Consider, the weighted distance as shown in the equation below. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table 2 , we present the number of subjects for each sentence, and the number of subjects with more than 50% consistency in rating the joins. The consistency of subjects was measured on a validation set, which we included in the test stimuli for each sentence. Then mean listener scores were computed only for the subjects with more than 50% consistency in rating the joins. Also, we manually checked all the listeners ratings, and removed the listener scores with all same rating (e.g all '1 's) during mean listener computation.
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6 7 9 , 6 1 1 , l O 6.6 Table 2 . Consistency of subjects in listening tests, each number in a pair corresponds to the sentences listed in Table  1 . Table 5 . Correlation between perceptual scores and Mahalanobis distances of MFCCs, LSFs, MCA coefficients and weighted sum of above three measures.
Weighted distances of all three features
From Table 4 it is evident that we can improve correlations by setting weights on individual distances, e.g ow has good correlation for MFCCs, similarly MCA coefficients yield better correlations for aw. However, weighted measure achieves good correlations for both the cases. In Table 5 we present correlations between perceptual scores and Mahalanobis distances of MFCCs, LSFs and MCA coefficients and their weighted sum. The weights used are 0.39(MFCCs), O.O(LSFs) and 0.61(LSFs).
Weights on MCA parameters
We found that MCA coefficients have higher weights compared to MFCCs. Also the size of the MCA feature vector is only 12 (including deltas), whereas MFCCs are 26 and LSFs are 24. Hence, we carried out a further experiment in which the individual MCA coefficients were weighted. The leastsquares method did not yield good solutions in this case. So, we randomly generated the weights and checked the corre-lations and chose the ones which produce more 1% significant correlations (Le those highlighted in the tables). Table  6 shows three different sets of weights on MCA parameters, and corresponding correlations obtained are shown in Table 7 . Set2 and 3 produces seven 1% significant correlations out of ten cases, also achieved good correlations for oy diphthong, which has very poor correlations with other distance measures (see Tables 3,4 Table 6 . Various weights used on MCA parameters, Formant frequencyv), Bandwidth(B), Energy(E), DeltaFormant frequencypF).
n I setl I set2 I set3 Il 1 -1 Table 7 . Correlation between perceptual scores and absolute distances based on weighted MCA coefficients.
FUTUREWORK
Further work is need to tune these weights to achieve high correlation for all cases. Also, more perceptual experiments need to be carried out to determine phoneme specific distance measures.
The computation of join cost and spectral smoothing are closely related. Suppose, if we had a large database and a perfect measure of join cost then no smoothing would be required. Conversely, if we could smooth joins better, then the method of computing join would be less critical. Hence it would be optimal if we combine these two operations in some optimal way. Presently, we are investigating a single representation, which can be used for join cost computation as well as smoothing.
